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World-leading
security delivered

High profile access control identity credentials for the summit and
delegates secured by Ultra ID, Magicard.
Toluca, México - Together for just eight hours, United States President

A forty minute drive from the Distrito Federal, Toluca is a state capital

President Peña Nieto of México on February 19th for the 2014 North

City and its 8.8 million residents. But with the three leaders of North

Barack Obama and Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper joined

American Leaders’ Summit. Sensitive political issues including NAFTA,
immigration reform and major oil pipelines between the US and
Canada were on the table for this one-day meeting.

SECURITY

of 800,000 people - a world away from the crime and bustle of México
America present, security was tight for the summit. A veteran provider
of security and access control at high-profile events in México, the
efforts of security firm Técnica Comercial Vilsa (T.C. Vilsa) were

instrumental in providing the highest level of security for the meeting.

www.ultraID.com

The combination of security equipment and an expert,
high performance team achieved in fulfilling the mission assigned for
the event in record time.
Luis Vidales, managing director: T.C. Vilsa

Using technology card issuance equipment provided by UK

manufacturer Ultra ID, T.C. Vilsa was able to rapidly issue secure
identity credentials for the summit’s staff and guests. Patented

and proprietary technologies including HoloKote™ and Kinegram®

imprinting ensured visual and digital security for access control.

With so much on the line, T.C. Vilsa managing director Luis Vidales

was pleased with the results: “The combination of security equipment

and an expert, high performance team achieved in fulfilling the mission
assigned for the event in record time.”

Integration, reliability and success in high-stakes assignments are not

new achievements for Ultra ID. As part of the internationally successful
Ultra Electronics Group, Ultra ID and its products are trusted by

organisations and governments throughout the world to issue millions
of secure identity credentials.

You can learn more about the Magicard Rio Pro card printer from
Ultra ID at: www.ultraID.com

About Técnica Comercial Vilsa S.A.

A Mexican firm specialising in high security system integration. For 30
years T.C. Vilsa has implemented access control solutions, anti-hacker
computer security, encrypted communication and threat assessment
systems for critical applications in government, corporate and event
management.
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About Ultra ID

Ultra Electronics ID provides identity management, credentialing and
issuance solutions. Manufactured in the United Kingdom, Ultra ID
products include Magicard identification card printers and UltraSecure
technology cards and are trusted by organisations and governments to
issue millions of secure identity credentials.
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